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The University of Nebraska 
at Omaha 
May Commencement 2005 
UN Omaha Chimes 
And the chimes ring out for Omaha, 
bidding welcome to old and new, to our Alma Mater, 
Nebraska Omaha, this city's great Nebraska U. 
We will lift our voice, pledging loyalty, 
for our thoughts and memories are fond and true. 
Voices loud and strong, sing out praise and gratefulness 
to Omaha Nebraska U! 
Hail to you, Omaha Nebraska U! 
Commencement 
University of Nebraska at Omaha 
Omaha Civic Auditorium 
May 6, 2005 
2:00 p.m. 
...to those who dedicate their lives to 
the high calling of instruction 
to all students who shall here 
learn to earn a living 
and to live a cultured life 
not as two processes 
but as one... 
PROGRAM 
PRELUDE 
"Canzona per Sonare No. 2" G. Gabrieli 
PROCESSIONAL 
"Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1" E. Elgar 
Palladium Brass 
MASTER OF CEREMONIES Vice Chancellor John Christensen 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM 
"The Star Spangled Banner" Key 
Please join in singing led by 
Ms. Soonyoung Hwang, Graduating Senior, Music Major 
CHANCELLOR'S WELCOME Chancellor Nancy Belck 
PRESIDENT'S GREETING President James B. Milliken 
REGENTS' WELCOME Howard Hawks 
Chair, Board of Regents 
STUDENT ADDRESS Scott V. Ptacnik 
"A Call for Excellence" 
PRESENTATION OF HONORARY DEGREE Chancellor Nancy Belck 
To: Ms. Ann Mactier 
PRESENTATION OF CITATION FOR ALUMNUS ACHIEVEMENT Ms. Adrian Minks 
Chairman, UNO Alumni Association Board of Directors 
To: Mr. Thomas Warren 
PRESENTATION OF THE CHANCELLOR'S MEDAL Chancellor Nancy Belck 
To: Dr. Shelton Hendricks 
ORDER OF THE TOWER AWARD Chancellor Nancy Belck 
Recipients: Mr. John Gottschalk 
Ms. Maggie Lehning 
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS Mr. John Gottschalk 
Publisher, Omaha World-Herald 
"Making a Life" 
INTRODUCTION OF ACADEMIC DEANS Vice Chancellor John Christensen 
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES Academic Deans 
AND 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES Chancellor Nancy Belck 
Doctor of Philosophy, Doctor of Education, Specialist's, and Master's Dr. Tom Bragg 
Bachelor's 
Arts and Sciences Dean Shelton Hendricks 
Engineering and Technology Associate Dean Raymond Moore 
Education Dean John Langan 
Business Administration Dean Louis Pol 
Public Affairs and Community Service Dean B.J. Reed 
Fine Arts Interim Dean Robert Welk 
Education and Human Sciences Dr. Julie Johnson 
Information Science & Technology Dean David Hinton 
CLOSING Vice Chancellor John Christensen 
ALMA MATER 
"UNOmaha Chimes" James Saker 
Soloist: Ms. Soonyoung Hwang 
RECESSIONAL 
"Pomp and Circumstance March No. 4" E. Elgar 
For the safety and convenience of our guests and out of respect for our graduates, we ask that members of the audience refrain from leaving 
their seats, congregating near the stage or exiting prior to the close of our ceremonies. A professional photographer will record graduates as 
they cross the stage. Photos are available from the vendors. Thank you for your cooperation. 
ACADEMIC REGALIA 
Identification of the hood and robe as academic apparel is believed to have originated at the English universities of Oxford and 
Cambridge during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The hoods are a carry-over from the times when monks, who operated these 
universities, wore them to protect their shaved heads in winter. The robe is an adaptation of the shoulder cape also worn by these same 
monks while collecting alms. 
Use of the academic robe came to the United States in 1754 with the founding of what is now Columbia University. In 1895, a 
commission of University officials adopted a universal code of design and color for the academic garb. This code has undergone 
several revisions in subsequent years. 
Styling of the robes varies for the bachelor's, master's and doctoral degrees with the width of sleeve borders and length of the hood 
increasing with each advanced degree. Hoods are normally not used for bachelor's degrees today. Instead, the tassel colors are used 
to indicate the degree program. All doctoral degree recipients are indicated by a gold tassel. 
GRADUATION TASSEL COLORS 
Doctoral Programs Gold 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Master of Arts White 
Master of Arts for Teachers of Mathematics White 
Master of Science Golden Yellow 
Specialist in Education Light Blue 
Bachelor of Arts White 
Bachelor of Science Golden Yellow 
College of Engineering and Technology Orange 
Associate Grey-Blue 
College of Education Light Blue 
Master of Arts White 
Master of Science Golden Yellow 
Specialist in Education Light Blue 
Bachelor of Science in Education Light Blue 
College of Business Administration 
Master of Business Administration Drab (Nugget) 
Master of Business Administration: 
Executive MBA Drab (Nugget) 
Master of Accounting Drab (Nugget) 
Master of Arts Drab (Nugget) 
Master of Science Drab (Nugget) 
Bachelor of Science in 
Business Administration Drab (Nugget) 
College of Public Affairs and Community Service 
Master of Arts White 
Master of Science Golden Yellow 
Master of Public Administration Peacock Blue 
Master of Social Work Citron 
Bachelor of Science in Criminal Justice Golden Yellow 
Bachelor of General Studies Black 
Bachelor of Science in Public Administration Peacock Blue 
Bachelor of Science in Social Work Citron 
Bachelor of Science in Urban Studies Golden Yellow 
College of Fine Arts 
Master of Arts White 
Master of Music Pink 
Bachelor of Arts in Art History White 
Bachelor of Arts in Dramatic Arts White 
Bachelor of Arts in Studio Art White 
Bachelor of Fine Arts Brown 
Bachelor of Music Pink 
College of Education and Human Sciences Maroon 
College of Information Science and Technology 
Master of Arts White 
Master of Science Golden Yellow 
Bachelor of Science in Computer Science Golden Yellow 
Bachelor of Science in 
Management Information Systems Golden Yellow 
Cooperative Programs 
Master of Public Health Salmon 
UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM 
The University Honors Program is an all-University program which provides maximum educational opportunities for students of 
high ability through special multidisciplinary seminars and participation in an academic level not generally possible in usual curricular 
offerings. 
The program is an outgrowth of the Arts and Sciences Honors program and was initiated in 1978. It is governed through the office 
of the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and administered through the Honors Coordinator. UNO colleges which implement 
honors programs include Arts and Sciences, Business Administration, Education, Fine Arts, Public Affairs and Community Service, 
and Information Science and Technology. 
As part of their Honors Program requirements, students undertake a research project that results in a Senior Honors Thesis. 
Students and their theses topics are listed at the end of the list of graduates. Students who have been designated in this booklet as 
Honors Program students have fulfilled the academic requirements of this program. 
MEDALLION COLORS 
Students receiving their baccalaureate degree with honors will be presented medallions in the colors designated. 
Summa Cum Laude Red/White 
Magna Cum Laude White 
Cum Laude Red 
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA 
Active student members of the UNO Circle of Omicron Delta Kappa, the National Leadership Honor Society, shall be recognized 
by the blue, white and black honor cords, the official colors of the society. 
PI GAMMA MU 
Blue and white cords with the blue tassels honor graduating members of Pi Gamma Mu, International Honor Society in Social 
Science. 
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER AND ORDER OF THE TOWER RECIPIENT 
JOHN GOTTSCHALK 
John Gottschalk is publisher of the Omaha World-Herald and chairman and CEO of the Omaha World-
Herald Company. A key figure in the growth of the city of Omaha, he has provided leadership in the $2 billion 
downtown redevelopment and worked for K-12 education reform. 
The son and grandson of newspapermen, Gottschalk purchased his first newspaper, the Sidney (Neb.) 
Telegraph, at age 24. There he spent the next decade before selling the business and joining the Omaha World-
Herald. 
Gottschalk became company president and the fifth publisher in the 120-year history of the Omaha World-
Herald. Today, the parent company is comprised of 32 other companies with 70 print titles, plus direct 
marketing, communication and high tech enterprises located in eight states from New York to California. As 
publisher of an employee-owned flagship newspaper, the only statewide newspaper in the United States, 
Gottschalk is consistently a major force in setting public policy agenda and often is sought for counsel by 
elected and appointed officials from national, state and local institutions. 
Active in the local community and beyond, he chairs the United Service Organizations World Board of 
Governors and the Omaha Performing Arts Society, which currently is fundraising for a new performing arts 
center. He also serves as national vice president of the Boy Scouts of America and chaired the organization's 
2001 National Jamboree. Additionally, Gottschalk is a board member of Joslyn Art Museum, Henry Doorly 
Zoo, Creighton University and The Peter Kiewit Institute, and has chaired many of Omaha's largest civic 
organizations. In 1994, he was selected as the 98th King of Ak-Sar-Ben for his commitment to volunteerism and 
civic leadership. 
As 30-year volunteers of the Child Saving Institute, Gottschalk and his wife, Carmen, have joined the ranks 
among Nebraska's generous philanthropists for providing foster care in their home to more than 100 newborn 
infants. 
The Order of the Tower is the University of Nebraska at Omaha's highest non-academic award. It is bestowed 
upon community leaders whose service and/or financial support has made it possible for the university to address 
the academic, cultural and economic needs of the people of Omaha and the citizens of Nebraska. 
STUDENT COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER 
SCOTT V. PTACNIK 
Scott V. Ptacnik, a Blair, Neb., native, graduates today with a bachelor of science in management 
information systems. His commencement address is titled "A Call for Excellence." 
At the University of Nebraska at Omaha, Ptacnik was involved with a number of campus organizations, 
including the Emerging Leaders Program, Omicron Delta Kappa Honor Society, Order of Omega Honor 
Society, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society, Golden Key Honor Society and the Scott Scholar Focus Group. 
Additionally, he served as treasurer, vice president and president of the UNO chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha 
Fraternity. 
Ptacnik is the recipient of the 2004-05 Outstanding Student of the Year Award for management information 
systems, the 2005 Pi Kappa Alpha Leader of the Year Award and the 2004 Greek Week Chairman of the Year 
Award, and was named to the Dean's and Chancellor's Lists regularly throughout his academic career. 
After graduating from UNO, he plans to begin his career at Cerner Corporation, a healthcare information 
technology company in Kansas City, Mo. Eventually, he wants to attend graduate school to pursue a master's 
degree in business administration. 
CHANCELLOR'S MEDAL RECIPIENT 
SHELTON HENDRICKS 
Shelton Hendricks is dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at the University of Nebraska at Omaha. He 
joined UNO in 1969 as an assistant professor of psychology. Since then, he has compiled a lengthy profile of 
distinguished contributions to the university. 
Dr. Hendricks earned his bachelor of science, master of science and doctor of philosophy degrees from 
Tulane University. He was a research associate at Tulane, as well as an assistant and visiting professor of 
psychology. 
At UNO, he has been an associate and full professor of psychology, as well as a university ombudsman, 
chair of the Department of Psychology and dean of UNO Graduate Studies. In addition, he has served four 
terms with the Faculty Senate (including one term as president) and held membership in numerous campus 
organizations ranging from the University Committee on Student Retention to the Strategic Planning Steering 
Committee and the Academic Planning Council. 
Dr. Hendricks has been active in a variety of professional associations, including the American 
Psychological Association, Society for Neuroscience, American Association for the Advancement of Science, 
the American Psychological Society and the Midlands Neuroscience Chapter. 
Throughout his career, he has administered and/or participated in research projects receiving funding support 
from 10 university research grants, six federal government research grants and 70 pharmaceutical industry 
contracts. He also has published more than 100 research articles and several book chapters. 
In the community, Dr. Hendricks is a member of West Omaha Rotary and the First Unitarian Church of 
Omaha Board of Trustees. He serves on the Nebraska Methodist College Board of Directors and is an Ad Hoc 
Reviewer for research proposals for the National Science Foundation and U.S. Veterans Administration. 
The Chancellor's Medal at the University of Nebraska at Omaha was established to recognize the contribution of 
faculty and administrative staff who embody the institution's mission and values. It is bestowed only to those 
within the university community who have demonstrated unusual excellence. 
ORDER OF THE TOWER RECIPIENT 
MAGGIE LEHNING 
Maggie Lehning is an outstanding example of "women helping women." She continues to contribute 
countless hours to the development of the University of Nebraska at Omaha, be it serving on the UNO 
Maverick Executive Council or as chairwoman of the Diet Pepsi/UNO Women's Walk. The annual event, now 
in its 20th year, has raised more than $2.6 million in scholarships for female student-athletes at UNO. 
Lehning's passion and dedication to helping student athletes is evident, as she has chaired the Women's 
Walk for the last five years. It is the largest fundraiser at UNO and the most successful of its kind in the nation. 
She is a former member of the UNO Policy Issues Journal Advisory Board and served as vice chairwoman 
of the UNO Alumni Board from 2001-02, as well as on the search committees for the UNO athletic director and 
women's basketball coach. Lehning was the facilitator for town hall meetings held for UNO Athletic Strategic 
Planning. She continues to serve as a member of the UNO Athletic Department Strategic Planning Committee 
and the UNO Chancellor's Strike Force. 
Along with her dedication and loyalty to UNO, Lehning is a respected businesswoman and serves on several 
civic boards throughout the Omaha metropolitan area. 
The Order of the Tower is UNO's highest non-academic award. It is bestowed upon community leaders whose 
service and/or financial support has made it possible for the university to address the academic, cultural and 
economic needs of the people of Omaha and citizens of Nebraska. Recipients of the award embody virtues and 
attributes valued highly by the university and are recognized as an example to others. 
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT 
ANN MACTIER 
Ann Mactier has been a positive catalyst in the field of education. Her compassion and commitment to 
championing learning for all children have been tireless, as she has traveled the nation and abroad in her quest 
for the advancement of literacy. 
Mactier earned a bachelor of science degree from Northwestern University and her bachelor of arts and 
master of arts degrees from the University of Nebraska at Omaha. She was a coordinator in the UNO College of 
Fine Arts and has provided extensive community service on the Council of Urban Education, United 
Community Services and the Riverfront Development Foundation. 
From 1983 to 1999, Mactier served on the Omaha Public Schools Board of Education. Today, she is active 
on the Greater Omaha Community Council and United Community Services Budget Committee. She has been a 
member of the Nebraska State Board of Education since 1999 and currently serves as vice president of the 
organization. 
She has researched and produced many writings that have helped reinforce that literacy is the key to success 
and a bridge to lifelong learning. A significant supporter of teacher training programs, Mactier has actively 
promoted the importance of parents and teachers working together to enhance student achievement. 
Additional accomplishments include being inducted into the Central High School Hall of Fame in 2002, and 
founding and serving as president of the Arts and Humanities Council of Florence from 1975 to 1978. Mactier 
also founded and served as district commissioner of the Ponca Pony Club, a branch of the United States and 
International Pony Clubs for children and young adults, and was the builder and manager of the Ponca Hills 
Equestrian Center. 
ALUMNUS ACHIEVEMENT AWARD 
THOMAS WARREN 
Thomas Warren became police chief of the Omaha Police Department in December 2003. He earned a 
bachelor's degree in criminal justice and sociology from Morningside College and a master's degree in criminal 
justice from the University of Nebraska at Omaha. 
Warren joined the Omaha Police Department within a year of graduating from Morningside. There he served 
in a variety of departments, including internal affairs, information services and the investigations bureau. He 
was named the OPD Employee of the Year in 1999, the same year he earned promotion to captain. 
In 2002, Warren was promoted to precinct commander. A year later, he replaced Don Carey as police chief, 
becoming the first African American to hold that post. Under his watch are four uniform precincts, nearly 800 
officers and 14 facilities. 
He is a member of the Nebraska Crime Commission and the International Association of Chiefs of Police. In 
addition, he serves various community organizations, including the Butler-Gast YMCA, Omaha Police Athletic 
League, National Conference of Community and Justice, Literacy Center for the Midlands and the UNO 
Alumni Association. 
Warren has received community or volunteer service awards from the Malcolm X Foundation, Alpha Phi 
Alpha Fraternity, Omaha Bar Association, NAACP, Boys and Girls Club of Omaha and the UNO College of 
Public Affairs and Community Service. 
In 2002, he received the Boys & Girls Clubs of Omaha Man and Youth Award and was inducted into the 
Boys & Girls Clubs of America Alumni Hall of Fame in 2004. Additionally, he was honored by Omega Psi Phi 
Fraternity as the 2002 Citizen of the Year and received the 2003 Heartland Hero Award from the American Red 
Cross, along with the 2004 A+ Award from Omaha Public Schools. 
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATE DEGREES 
This list includes names of persons who were candidates as of DATE #, 200#. 
Degress to be awarded are subject to completion of academic requirements 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Stephen Kwamena Aikins, BS, University of Ghana, 1987; 
MBA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1995; MS, University 
of Nebraska at Omaha, 1999; PhD in Public Administration; 
"Web-Enabled Governance: The Challenge of Pursuing 
Internet-Based Citizen Participation;" Dissertation Adviser: 
Dr. Dale Krane 
Jeremy David Ball, BA, Indiana University, 1995; JD, Indiana 
University, 1998; MA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2001; 
PhD in Criminal Justice; "The Effect of Offender 
Characteristics on Plea Bargaining: Testing an Integrated 
Theory;" Dissertation Adviser: Dr. Cassia Spohn 
Mark Foxall, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1986; 
MPA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1997; PhD in Criminal 
Justice; "Latino Homicides: The Influence of Residential 
Segregation;" Dissertation Adviser: Dr. Cassia Spohn 
Erika Davis Frenzel, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1997; MA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2000; PhD in 
Criminal Justice; "Issues in the Measurement of Sentence 
Outcomes: Implications for Research on Sex Disparities in 
Sentencing;" Dissertation Adviser: Dr. Cassia Spohn 
Kimberly Dianne Hassell, Bachelor of Technology, Charleston 
Southern University, 1998; MA, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2000; PhD in Criminal Justice; "A Cross-Precinct 
Analysis of Police Patrol Practices and the Negotiation of Order 
among Patrol;" Dissertation Adviser: Dr. Jihong Zhao 
Ann M. Laughlin, BSN, Creighton University, 1976; MS, 
Creighton University, 1994; PhD in Human Sciences from the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln; "The Effects of Involuntary 
Interinstitutional Relocation on the Physical, Psychosocial, and 
Cognitive Functioning of Older Individuals;" Dissertation 
Adviser: Dr. James Thorson 
Rebecca Katherine Murray, BS, Creighton University, 1996; 
MA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2002; PhD in Criminal 
Justice; "An Assessment of the Effects of Liquor-Serving 
Establishments on Crime Focusing on Blocks with Bars, 
Blocks behind Bars, and Blocks around Bars;" Dissertation 
Adviser: Dr. Dennis Roncek 
Meili Niu, Bachelor of Economics, Dongbei University of 
Finance and Economics, 1998; MA, Dongbei University of 
Finance and Economics, 2001; PhD in Public Administration; 
"Zero-Based Budgeting in China's Local Governments: A 
Multiple Case Study;" Dissertation Adviser: Dr. John Bartle 
Tracy Lynn Nobiling, BA, University of Northern Iowa, 1987; 
MS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1989; PhD in Criminal 
Justice; "A Tale of Two Cities: The Effect of Offender's 
Employment Status on Sentence Severity in Chicago and 
Kansas City;" Dissertation Adviser: Dr. Cassia Spohn 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
Wanda M. Clarke, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1982; 
Bachelor of Science in Education, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 1985; MA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1991; 
EdD in Educational Administration; "Nebraska Public School 
Superintendents' Perceptions of Nebraska's Assessment/ 
Accountability System's Effect on High Schools;" Dissertation 
Adviser: Dr. Gary Hartzell 
Diane Marie Cronin, Bachelor of Arts in Education, Eastern 
Washington State College, 1976; Master of Education, 
Whitworth College, 1984; EdD in Educational Administration; 
"A Comparison of Teachers' and Parents' Perceptions of the 
Behaviors of Effective Catholic Elementary School Principals;" 
Dissertation Adviser: Dr. Laura Schulte 
Kenneth Vernon Heinz, Bachelor of Music, Nebraska Wesleyan 
University, 1984; Bachelor of Music, Nebraska Wesleyan 
University, 1985; MS, Kansas State University, 1988; EdD in 
Educational Administration; "The Real and Perceived Social 
and Economic Impact of School Consolidation on Host and 
Vacated Communities in Nebraska;" Dissertation Adviser: 
Dr. Laura Schulte 
Michael Nelson Smith Jr., Bachelor of Music, University of 
Nebraska at Omaha, 1993; MS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 1997; EdD in Educational Administration; 
"Elementary School Principals' Perceptions of Their Needs for 
Professional Development in Instructional Leadership;" 
Dissertation Adviser: Gary Hartzell 
Jeaneen Kaye Talbott, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1990; MA, University of 
Nebraska at Omaha, 1998; MS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 1999; EdD in Educational Administration; "The 
Relationship Between Observable Teaching Effectiveness 
Behaviors and Personality Types in a Sample of Urban Middle 
School Teachers;" Dissertation Adviser: Dr. Laura Schulte 
SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION 
Kimberly Hope Bell, BA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1997; MS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2002; School 
Psychology; "The Implementation of Reading Interventions in a 
Community Setting;" Field Project Adviser: Dr. Robert Woody 
Erin Marie Boldt Reiff, BS, Wayne State College, 1998; MS, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2003; School Psychology; 
"Comparisons of Rural and Urban School Psychologists in 
Nebraska;" Field Project Adviser: Dr. Lisa Kelly-Vance 
Eva Marie Denton, BA, Creighton University, 2000; MS, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2003; School Psychology, 
"Dibels and CBM: Using These Measures to Promote Big Ideas 
in Beginning Reading in Kindergarten through First-Grade;" 
Field Project Adviser: Dr. Lisa Kelly-Vance 
Molly Bess Dotson, BS, Wayne State College, 2001; MS, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2003; School Psychology; 
"Effectiveness of a Continuous vs. Traditional Learning 
Calendar and the Impact of Reading for Students Receiving 
Special Education;" Field Project Adviser: Dr. Lisa Kelly-Vance 
Kyle S. Hesser, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2001; 
MS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2003; School 
Psychology; "The Effects of Scripts on Treatment Integrity;" 
Field Project Adviser: Dr. Michael Bonner 
Korrinda Kay Mendez, BA, Creighton University, 1999; MS, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2002; School Psychology; 
"Play Assessment: The Effects of Peer Interaction on 
Children's Cognitive Capabilities;" Field Project Adviser: 
Dr. Lisa Kelly-Vance 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Luis Fernando Alva Martinez, BA, Universidad Nacional 
Autonoma de Mexico, 1993; History 
Najib Abdullah Asaad, BA, Algiers University, 1993; 
Economics; "The Impact of External Debt on Economic 
Growth in Highly Indebted Developing Countries;" Thesis 
Adviser: Dr. Kim Sosin 
Daniel A.V. Bagley, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1998; Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation 
Kimberly Marie Bultsma, BA, South Dakota State University, 
1998; English; "(Limited) Lifetime Warranty: One Woman's 
Journal;" Thesis Adviser: Dr. John McKenna 
Mary Katherine Burgett, BS, University of Iowa, 2002; 
Psychology 
Burcu Can, BA, Marmara University, 2003; Economics; 
"U.S. Foreign Direct Investment and Host Country Labour 
Market Competitiveness;" Thesis Adviser: Dr. Catherine Co 
Justin Scott Curtis, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2003; Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation 
Katherine Justyna Denker, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2002; Communication; "Relationship Among 
Connected Classroom Climate and Teacher Verbal and 
Nonverbal Immediacy and Trait and State Communication 
Apprehension;" Thesis Adviser: Dr. Robert Carlson 
Bradly Jule Dienstbier, Bachelor of General Studies, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1997; Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation 
Sarah Joy Dodd, BS, Bob Jones University, 2001; Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation 
Kenya Ellise Edwards, BS, Northwest Missouri State 
University, 1994; Communication; "Minority Representation 
and Cultural Diversity on Prime Time Television;" Thesis 
Adviser: Dr. Robert Carlson 
Krynn K. Ekart, BA, Concordia University, 2003; Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation 
Andrea Kay Frazier, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1996; Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation 
Michelle Louise Gauchat, BS, State University of New York; 
2003; Communication; " 'W is for Women': An Analysis of 
the Use of Feminine Style in the 2004 Democratic and 
Republican National Conventions;" Thesis Adviser: 
Dr. Barbara Pickering 
Thomas Jay Horton, BS, University of Tulsa, 2003; Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation 
Shane Micheal Jansen, BS, Wayne State College, 2002; 
Communication 
Andrew Bruce Kanago, BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1997; English 
Carly L. Lambert, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2003; Communication 
Christopher Alan Lantz, BA, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2001; English 
Hyung Rock Lee, BS, Yonsei University, 2000; Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation 
Thomas Scott Lowe, BA, Dordt College, 1985; Theatre 
Roslyn Fraser Maginn, BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1999; Sociology; "How Religion and Other Social Factors 
Affect the Age at which Women Seek Treatment for 
Infertility;" Thesis Adviser: Dr. Timi Barone 
Shelley Manning Donnelly, BA, Illinois Wesleyan University, 
1999; English 
Amy Lynn Marcotte, BA, University of Northern Iowa, 2002; 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
Beth Louise McManigal, BA, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 1998; English 
Abbey Rose McNair, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
Chadron State College, 2002; Geography; "All About a Line: 
Impact on the Cultural Landscape of Western Nebraska and 
South Dakota;" Thesis Adviser: Dr. Christina Dando 
Lisa M. Moore, BS, Arizona State University, 2003; Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation 
Angela Ann Oxley, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2002; Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation 
Richard L. Pruch, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1985; Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
Ashton Tyler Redstone, BA, Western Montana College, 2003; 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
Leslie A. Rill, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2003; 
Communication; "What's Group Got to do With It? Debate, 
Group Discussion, and Voting Behavior: The 2004 
Presidential Race;" Thesis Adviser: Dr. Michael Hilt 
Michael Elvin Roberts, BS, Northwest Missouri State 
University, 2003; Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
Benjamin Michael Sandy, BA, Dana College, 1998; Health, 
Physical Education & Recreation 
Janette Linnea Santee, BA, University of Northern Iowa, 
2003; Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
Amy Louisa Schiffbauer, BA, Creighton University, 2001; 
English 
Nicole Mari Schmoll, BA, University of California, 1999; 
Communication; "Apathy in Action: Baby Boomers' 
Attitudes towards Product Placements in the Mass Media;" 
Thesis Adviser: Dr. Michael Hilt 
Christine Ann Severson, BS, University of Wisconsin, 2002; 
Health, Physical Education & Recreation 
Taizo Shirouchi, BA, Waseda University, 2002; Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation 
Marie Louise Spilde, BS, Southwest Minnesota State 
University, 2002; Mathematics; "Solving Nonlinear 
Optimization Problems that have a Nondifferentiable 
Objective Function by Using a Pseudo Gradient Search;" 
Thesis Adviser: Dr. Steven From 
Victoria Michelle Stamm, BA, Buena Vista University, 2001; 
English 
Katherine Hodges Swanson, BS, Wayne State College, 1983; 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
Tyler Alan Van Meeteren, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2002; Geography; "Spatial Implications of 
Urban Functional Classification: A Study of Small Urban 
Places in the North-Central United States;" Thesis Adviser: 
Dr. Charles Gildersleeve 
Kendra Linn Voss, BA, Midland Lutheran College, 1997; 
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation 
Kimberlee Lynn Wand, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Kearney, 1999; Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
Richard Lyman Warr, BS, Southern Utah University, 1996; 
Mathematics; "Noise Reduction in Time Series Data from 
Dynamical Systems;" Thesis Adviser: Jack Heidel 
MASTER OF ARTS FOR TEACHERS OF 
MATHEMATICS 
Aaron Richard Christensen, Bachelor of Science in 
Education, Central Missouri State University, 1997; 
Mathematics 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Jarad J. Anthony, BA, University of Northern Iowa, 1999; 
Educational Administration and Supervision 
Pallavi Anumula, BA, Osmania University, 2004; 
Management Information Systems 
Breann Carissa Avery, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2001; Reading 
Devashish Barua, Bachelor of Business Management, 
Bangalore University, 1999; MBA, University of Nebraska at 
Kearney, 2003; Management Information Systems 
Shagun Basnyat, Bachelor of Engineering, University of 
Madras, 1999; Telecommunications Engineering from the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln; "Study of An Innovative 
Scheme to Improve QOS for IEEE 802.1 le;" Thesis Adviser: 
Dr. Hamid Sharif 
Nancy A. Bauer, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1982; Counseling 
Sanyian Bhoothalingom, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nevada, 2001; Elementary Education 
Mark Thomas Binder, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2001; Management Information Systems 
Adam Michael Boettcher, BA, Hastings College, 2001; 
Educational Administration and Supervision 
Elesha Sharice Brewer, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2000; Elementary 
Education 
Yuewei Cao, BA, East China Normal University, 1988; BA, 
Shanghai International Studies University, 1994; MS, 
Indiana State University, 2000; Computer Science; "Design 
and Implementation of a Web Application Using .Net 
A Case Study of Online Bookstore;" Project Adviser: 
Dr. Zhengxin Chen 
Deborah A. Carlson, BA, Midland Lutheran College, 1985; 
Special Education 
Penelope Candace Cavender, BA, Buena Vista University, 
1999; Counseling 
Anita Palikonda Chakrapani, BA, National Institute of 
Information Technology, 2000; Management Information 
Systems; "A Design and Evaluation Framework for 
Setting up a Community of Practice;" Thesis Adviser: 
Dr. Gert Jan de Vreede 
Kam Lung Chan, BS, University of Wisconsin, 1999; 
Management Information Systems 
Christopher John Chisholm, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 1992; Computer Science; "MIDI Controlled 3D 
Computer Animation Interface;" Project Adviser: 
Dr. Kenneth Dick 
Stefanie K. Christensen, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2002; Educational 
Administration and Supervision 
Jennifer Lynn Chytil, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1999; Elementary 
Education 
Cary C. Clark, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2003; 
Computer Science; "Development of a Segment Structure to 
Facilitate the Visualization of a Time Decomposition;" 
Project Adviser: Dr. Parvathi Chundi 
Jaimie Sue Cogua, BS, Northwestern College, 1999; Reading 
Michelle Lynn Connaghan, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1999; Elementary 
Education 
Elizabeth Ann Cunard, BA, Dana College, 2003; Urban 
Studies 
Kevin D. Custard, Bachelor of Music, University of Nebraska 
at Omaha, 1997; Counseling 
Bethany Ann Davis, BS, Delaware Valley College, 1999; 
Speech-Language Pathology 
Anna A. Dawson, BA, University of Iowa, 1987; Speech-
Language Pathology 
Malick Maurice Diarrassouba., BA, University of 
Ouagadougou, 1999; Economics 
Kim Lynn Doblar, BS, South Dakota State University, 1993; 
Reading 
Martha Brown Dowd, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1997; Counseling 
Bruce Gerald Draney, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1977; MS, University of 
Nebraska at Omaha, 1984; Special Education 
Michele L. Dudley, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2000; Counseling 
Jane Gourley Dugan, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1969; Counseling 
Kimberly Daun Eilers Frost, Bachelor of Science in 
Education, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2000; 
Elementary Education 
Emily Irene Eisenhauer, BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
2002; Industrial, Organizational Psychology 
Marian E. Fimbres, BA, Dana College, 2003; Urban Studies 
Lachelle Leeann Fiscus, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2003; School Psychology 
Leslie Lynn Fortin, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1999; Reading 
Therese Marie Gaeta, BS, College of Saint Mary, 1988; 
Counseling 
Anthony Steven Gage, BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
2003; Industrial, Organizational Psychology 
Dora Garza, Bachelor of Business Administration, 
Universidad Regiomontana, 1998; Economics 
Jason Cody Gosnell, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1995; MA, University of 
Nebraska at Omaha, 1998; Counseling 
Scott Alan Grimes, BS, Iowa State University, 1999; 
Computer Science 
Shipra Gupta, BA, University of Delhi, 1997; Computer 
Science 
Sergio Gutierrez, BA, Universidad Catolica Boliviana, 2001; 
Economics 
Shannon Lynn Halsted, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 1998; Criminal Justice 
Mary Christine Holtmeyer, Bachelor of Journalism, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1989; Reading 
John Patrick Holys, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1996; Educational 
Administration and Supervision 
Stephanie M. Hornung, BS, Peru State College, 1998; 
Educational Administration and Supervision 
Frank Joseph Insolera Jr., BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1995; Computer Science; "A Low-Speed Power Line 
Communication System;" Project Adviser: Dr. Kenneth Dick 
Adam Robert James, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2003; Management Information Systems 
Prabin Kanel, BS, University of Nebraska at Kearney, 2001; 
Management Information Systems 
Sungsoo Kim, BS, Soongsil University, 2000; Computer 
Science; "The Effect of Mobile Event in Large Scale Sensor 
Network;" Project Adviser: Dr. Jong-Hoon Youn 
Page Elizabeth Klug, BS, Drake University, 2001; Biology; 
"The Effects of Local Grassland Habitat and Surrounding 
Landscape Composition on the Predators of Grassland Bird 
Nests;" Thesis Adviser: Dr. John McCarty 
Kimberly Alice Kolakowski, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2000; Criminal Justice 
Pushpa G. Koneri, Bachelor of Engineering, University of 
Mumbai, 2001; Management Information Systems; "Design 
and Evaluation of a Collaborative Software Inspection 
Process;" Thesis Adviser: Dr. Gert-Jan de Vreede 
Briana Lynn Larsen, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1999; Counseling 
Karin Catherine Leak, BA, Creighton University, 2003; 
School Psychology 
Shurong Li, BS, Northeast Normal University, 1986; MS, 
Northeast Normal University, 1993; Computer Science; "An 
Algebra-Based Approach for Image Queries and an 
Application to Medical Images;" Thesis Adviser: 
Dr. Zhengxin Chen 
Brian Todd Lindley, BA, Creighton University, 2001; 
Educational Administration and Supervision 
Pamela Ruth Linke, BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1992; Educational Administration and Supervision 
Kelly Eileen Liss, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Kearney, 2003; Speech-Language 
Pathology 
Amanda Sue Lofgreen, BA, Creighton University, 2002; 
Industrial, Organizational Psychology 
Srinivas Maroju, Bachelor of Technology, Jawaharlal Nehru 
Technological University, 2004; Computer Science 
Anna Lynn Mauch, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2002; Speech-Language 
Pathology 
Heather Jenelle McGraw, BA, University of Iowa, 1999; 
Reading 
Erin M. McIntyre, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2003; Biology 
Tara Marie Mieras, BS, Wayne State College, 2000; 
Counseling 
Kristen Leigh Morton, BS, College of Saint Mary, 1998; 
Counseling 
Alison Marie Mosley, BS, University of San Diego, 1997; 
Educational Administration and Supervision 
Maria Victoria Munoz, BA, University of Portland, 1999; 
Master of Arts in Teaching, University of Portland, 2001; 
Counseling 
Kathleen Erin Murray-Fisher, Bachelor of Arts in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Kearney, 1999; Reading 
Praveen Neppalli Naga, Bachelor of Engineering, Bharathiar 
University, 2002; Computer Science; "Low-Latency Energy-
Aware Communication for Wireless Sensor Networks;" 
Thesis Adviser: Dr. Jong-Hoon Youn 
Praveen K. Narra, Bachelor of Technology, Nagarjuna 
University, 2001; Computer Science; "Web Auction System;" 
Project Adviser: Dr. Kenneth Dick 
Thomas C. Nimps, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2002; Industrial, Organizational Psychology 
Tahnee Lynn Nowak, BS, Creighton University, 1995; MS, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1998; Counseling 
Erin Frances O'Donnell, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2001; Criminal Justice 
Russell S. Olsen, BS, Peru State College, 1998; Educational 
Administration and Supervision 
Rony E. Ortega, Bachelor of Science in Education, University 
of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2002; Counseling 
Matthew Lee Palensky, BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1991; Computer Science; "A Genetic Algorithm for 
Simplifying the Amino Acid Alphabet and Predicting Protein 
Interactions;" Thesis Adviser: Dr. Hesham Ali 
James Michael Peters, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2003; Management Information Systems 
Kami Lynn Piechota, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1999; Elementary 
Education 
Gwendolyn Albury Poitier, Bachelor of Arts in Education, 
Florida Atlantic University, 1982; Counseling 
Michael Edgar Poore, BA, Flagler College, 1979; Secondary 
Education 
Rita L. Powelson, BS, Texas A & M University, 1979; 
Secondary Education 
Sucharita Prabhakar, Bachelor of Engineering, Bangalore 
University, 2001; Computer Science; "Text Search Using 
Weighted Inverse Document Frequency in Peer-to-Peer 
Networks;" Project Adviser: Dr. Kenneth Dick 
Dan Joseph Radicia, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1994; Educational 
Administration and Supervision 
Andrew Scott Rainbolt, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2003; Urban Studies 
Kavan Ravi, BA, Tamil Nadu Dr Mgr Medical University, 
2001; Management Information Systems 
Prasad Raviraj, Bachelor of Engineering, University of 
Madras, 2003; Telecommunications Engineering from the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln; "Study of an Energy-
Efficient and Low-Latency MAC Protocol for Mobile 
Wireless Sensor Networks;" Thesis Adviser: Dr. Hamid 
Sharif 
Inga Ann Reischl, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Kearney, 2003; Speech-Language 
Pathology 
Kimberly LaChapelle Remmick, BS, University of Nebraska 
at Omaha, 1995; Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1995; Secondary 
Education 
Mary Catherine Renken, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2004; Civil Engineering from the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln 
Shohin M. Rizoev, BS, Tajik State Pedagogical University, 
2000; Educational Administration and Supervision 
Jennifer Rae Robinson, BA, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2002; Counseling 
Andrea Marie Rossitto, BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1993; Counseling 
Molly Marie Sanders, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2000; Reading 
Jan Denise Sangsom, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1990; Counseling 
Gohar T. Sargsyan, BS, Yerevan State Institute of National 
Economy, 1994; Economics 
Melissa Claire Saunders, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1998; MA, University of 
Nebraska at Omaha, 2000; Counseling 
Scott Michael Schaefer, BS, South Dakota State University, 
2002; Industrial, Organizational Psychology 
Amy Schmidtke, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1997; Elementary Education 
Melissa Marie Scott-Pandorf, Bachelor of Science in 
Education, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2003; Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation; "The Effects of 
Peripheral Arterial Disease on Gait;" Thesis Adviser: Dr. 
Nicholas Stergiou 
Alison Anne Smith, BA, Buena Vista University, 1999; 
Reading 
Douglas Larry Smith, Bachelor of Arts in Education, Peru 
State College, 1989; Secondary Education 
Ronda Marie Smith, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1995; Industrial, Organizational Psychology 
Megan Marie Stroud, BS, Iowa State University, 2002; 
School Psychology 
Kimberly J. Sublet, BS, Briar Cliff College, 2000; Counseling 
Michael Charles Sullivan, BA, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2001; Political Science; "Russia Shrinking: An 
Analysis of Russia's Population Decline: Causes, Effects and 
Solutions;" Thesis Adviser: Dr. Wally Bacon 
Wantit Tangrugsasut, BS, Bellevue University, 1997; 
Computer Science; "Implementation of Wireless Connection 
between Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) and Relational 
Database;" Project Adviser: Dr. Zhengxin Chen 
Mariano Gustavo Uberti, BA, National University, 2000; 
Computer Science; "Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopic 
Imaging (MRSI) Processing: A New Approach to Automatic 
Processing;" Thesis Adviser: Dr. Qiuming Zhu 
Deepa Vasanth Kumar, Bachelor of Engineering, University 
of Mysore, 1999; Computer Science 
Ratnesh Verma, Bachelor of Technology, Kurukshetra 
University, 2001; Telecommunications Engineering from 
the University of Nebraska-Lincoln; "High-Performance 
Architectural Designs of Advanced Signal Processing 
Systems Based on Retiming;" Thesis Adviser: 
Dr. Dongming Peng 
Adam Edward Walling, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2003; Mathematics 
Shuang Wang, Bachelor of Business, University of Shanghai 
for Science and Technology, 1993; Management Information 
Systems 
Victoria Washburn, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1989; Counseling 
Robin K. Whitman, BS, Lamar University, 1984; Reading 
Tait John Whorlow, BS, Peru State College, 1998; 
Educational Administration and Supervision 
Daniel Mark Wiltse, BA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2001; School Psychology 
Deborah Marie Winarski, BS, Creighton University, 1999; 
Counseling 
Kiley K. Woodard, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2000; Educational 
Administration and Supervision 
Lynn Marie Wray, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2000; Reading 
Rebecca Renee Wrede, BS, Northwest Missouri State 
University, 2002; Counseling 
Yan Zheng, BA, Renmin University of China, 1999; MA, 
University of Miami, 2002; Management Information 
Systems 
Julie Ann Zimmerman, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1989; MSW, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1992; 
Counseling 
MASTER OF ACCOUNTING 
Huhai Chen, BS, East China Normal University, 1992; MS, 
Chinese Academy of Sciences, 1998; Accounting 
Stacy A. Raymond, BS, University of Nebraska at Kearney, 
1999; Accounting 
Christopher Alan Stiffler, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2001; Accounting 
Mariah Clare Webinger, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2004; Accounting 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURAL 
ENGINEERING 
Michelle Lynn Berger, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2004; Architectural Engineering 
Nickolaus J. Clinebell, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2004; Architectural Engineering 
Renee M. Day, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2003; 
Architectural Engineering 
Daniel Alan Karnes, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2004; Architectural Engineering 
Tonia Nadine Kinish, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2003; Architectural Engineering 
Chad T. Liechti, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2004; 
Architectural Engineering 
Nancy M. McCormick, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2004; Architectural Engineering 
Michael Robert Merwald, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2004; Architectural Engineering 
Milena S. Palahanska-Mavrov, BS, Technical University of 
Sofia, 1993; Architectural Engineering 
Joseph M. Vukov, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1992; Architectural Engineering 
Stephanie Jo Wright, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2004; Architectural Engineering 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Amy Elizabeth Brodersen, BS, Wayne State College, 1998; 
Business Administration 
Michael Lee Brown, BS, University of Nebraska at Kearney, 
2000; Business Administration 
Melissa Ann Caillier, BS, Bellevue University, 2001; 
Business Administration 
Shana Lea Castillo, Doctor of Pharmacy, Creighton 
University, 2001; Business Administration 
Jacky Chan, BS, York University, 1994; Business 
Administration 
Olivia Chew, BS, Creighton University, 1998; Business 
Administration 
Thomas W. Dean, BS, University of Tennessee, 1990; 
Business Administration 
Jerrid Eugene Derr, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1997; Business Administration 
Jon A. Eden, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1998; 
Business Administration 
Stephanie Lynn Geiger, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2002; Business Administration 
Kurtis J. Gemberling, BS, Morningside College, 2002; 
Business Administration 
Kelly Ann Guilfoyle, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2000; Business Administration 
Lee James Handke, BS, Kansas State University, 1993; 
Doctor of Pharmacy, University of Nebraska Medical Center, 
1999; Business Administration 
April L. Hochstein, BA, Briar Cliff College, 2001; Business 
Administration 
Miho Hosoya, BA, Tokyo Woman's Christian University, 
1998; Business Administration 
Steven Michael Kane, BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
2001; Business Administration 
Dan Arthur Koch, BS, Colorado School of Mines, 1999; 
Business Administration 
Bryon Keith Langenfeld, BA, Wayne State College, 1995; 
Master of Computer Science, Creighton University, 2001; 
Business Administration 
Alison Gail Lueders, BS, Nebraska Wesley an University, 
1993; Business Administration 
Daniel Ryan McCrillis, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
2003; Business Administration 
Katie Colleen Moore, Bachelor of Business Administration, 
Loyola University, 1998; Business Administration 
Jeffrey Ray Muhlecke, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2000; Business Administration 
Greg C. Nielsen, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1991; 
Business Administration 
Jonathan Richard Scheve, BS, University of Nebraska-
Lincoln, 1996; Business Administration 
Eric Steven Scow, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2001; 
Business Administration 
Thomas Henry St. Germain, BS, University of Nebraska-
Lincoln, 2002; Business Administration 
Bryon James Steffensmeier, BA, Hastings College, 2000; 
Business Administration 
Laurel Kathleen Stuehm, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2003; Business Administration 
Shawna Lynn Swaney, BA, University of Washington, 1992; 
Business Administration 
Daniel Gene Wenzl, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1989; Business Administration 
MASTER OF ENGINEERING 
Fasineh Francis Samura, BS, University of Sierra Leone, 
2000; Engineering from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
Scott J. Paskewitz, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1997; Engineering from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
MASTER OF MUSIC 
Michael Ray Beard, Bachelor of Music Education, Arkansas 
State University, 1994; Music 
Catherine Ann Keiser, Bachelor of Fine Arts, University of 
South Dakota, 1980; Music 
Jonathan Bradley Pinkerton, Bachelor of Science in 
Education, Millersville University, 2003; Music 
Nathaniel W. Roper, Bachelor of Music Education, 
Armstrong Atlantic State University, 1995; Music 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Brian Thomas Allison, BS, Nebraska Wesley an University, 
1995; Public Administration 
Edward Alan Castro, BA, University of Texas, 1985; Public 
Administration 
Amy Beth Clayton-Schlueter, BS, Northwest Missouri State 
University, 1999; Public Administration 
Theresa Agnes Crum, BA, Midland Lutheran College, 2001; 
Public Administration 
Rebecca Lynn Dartman, BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
2001; Public Administration 
Angela Dawn Deabler, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1998; Public Administration 
Justin Charles Dougherty, Bachelor of Social Work, 
Creighton University, 2000; Public Administration 
Jessie Ann Egley, BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2002; 
Public Administration 
Brenda Kay Ford-Halstead, BS, Wayne State College, 1998; 
Public Administration 
Terri R. Ford-Lewis, BS, Wayne State College, 2000; Public 
Administration 
Mariana I.D. Fox, BA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2001; Public Administration 
Renee R. Franklin, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1994; Public Administration 
Jordan Brockbank Fuller, BA, Brigham Young University, 
2001; Public Administration 
Jasmine L. Greiner, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
2002; Public Administration 
Deanna Marie Herout, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Kearney, 1997; Public Administration 
Audra J. Hill, BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1994; 
Public Administration 
Bridgette Marie Hornbeck, BA, University of Missouri, 2001; 
Public Administration 
Leslie A. Kuhnel, BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1992; 
Public Administration 
Dennis Alan Laughlin, BS, Park University, 1995; Public 
Administration 
Andrew Steven Fredrickson Lenz, BA, Coe College, 2003; 
Public Administration 
Sara Elizabeth Maaske, Bachelor of Social Work, Creighton 
University, 1999; Public Administration 
Lisa M. McDermott, BA, Simpson College, 2000; Public 
Administration 
Michael Evans Miller, BA, Yale University, 1991; Public 
Administration 
John Patrick Murphy, BA, University of Delaware, 1991; BS, 
University of Delaware, 1991; BSN, University of Delaware, 
1995; MS, University of Delaware, 2002; Public 
Administration 
Ronald Allen Neal, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1986; Public Administration 
Krista Michelle Rosentreader, BA, Midland Lutheran 
College, 1998; Public Administration 
Christilou Ann Saufley, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2002; Public Administration 
Sarah M. Smith, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2002; 
Public Administration 
Susan E. Steele, BA, University of Wisconsin, 1976; Public 
Administration 
Alicia Jane Swenson, BA, College of Saint Benedict, 2001; 
Public Administration 
Aaron P. Von Behren, BA, Taylor University, 1995; Public 
Administration 
Brian William Weuve, BA, University of Northern Iowa, 
1998; Public Administration 
Karen Lynn Zarp, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2002; Public Administration 
MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK 
Sara Aileen Baker, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2002; Social Work 
Heather Renee Budd, BS, Nebraska Wesley an University, 
2002; Social Work 
Amanda Jo Buscher, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2000; Social Work 
Sara Lynn Correll, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
2003; Social Work 
Rebecca Lynn Dartman, BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
2001; Social Work 
Jay Alan Eason, BA, Buena Vista University, 2002; Social 
Work 
Jessie Ann Egley, BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2002; 
Social Work 
Stephanie Rachelle Engelbart-Hickey, BS, University of 
Nebraska at Omaha, 2002; Social Work 
Brenda Kay Ford-Halstead, BS, Wayne State College, 1998; 
Social Work 
Terri R. Ford-Lewis, BS, Wayne State College, 2000; Social 
Work 
Jasmine L. Greiner, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
2002; Social Work 
Cindy Lou Hackwell, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2002; Social Work 
Deanna Marie Herout, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Kearney, 1997; Social Work 
Shelia Denise Kirksey, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2003; Social Work 
Staci Ann Leach, BA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1994; Social Work 
Sara Elizabeth Maaske, Bachelor of Social Work, Creighton 
University, 1999; Social Work 
Brian Paul Obrist, BS, University of Nebraska at Kearney, 
1999; Social Work 
Barbara Christine Ostebo Murray, BA, University of 
Minnesota, 2002; Social Work 
Ashley Dawn Palmer, BS, University of South Dakota, 2001; 
Social Work 
Shannon Michelle Pochyla-Putnam, BS, Wayne State 
College, 1998; Social Work 
Christilou Ann Saufley, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2002; Social Work 
Sarah M. Smith, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2002; 
Social Work 
Alicia Jane Swenson, BA, College of Saint Benedict, 2001; 
Social Work 
Sara Marie Thomas, BS, University of Nebraska at Kearney, 
2002; Social Work 
Susan Elizabeth Wood-Bartek, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Kearney, 1992; Social Work 
Krynn Krystal Zeller, BS, University of Nebraska at Kearney, 
2001; Social Work 
DEGREES WITH HONORS 
COLLEGE OF 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Bachelor of Arts 
Summa Cum Laude 
Till Bargfrede 
Natalie Ann Black * 
Rebecca Joy Casas 
Jodi Deanne Collicott 
Kayla Marie Kapels 
Jessica Raven Rial 
Melissa Ann Zimmerman 
Magna Cum Laude 
Rachel Leigh Clark 
Peter T. Fankhauser 
Travis James Holland 
Tyler S. Holzer 
Kindra M. Krueger 
Natasha Elizabeth Ludwig-Page 
Janet Duros McClearen 
Dennis Phuc McNulty 
Taylor Leigh Noyes 
Amy Jeanne Rezac 
Levi Sanderson 
Sydney Page Sefick 
Angela Kathleen Selzle 
Ilhom O. Shoev 
Rebecca Ann Surber 
Natalie Ann Vacanti 
Marcy Jo Wagner 
Mujahid Abdul Malikil Mulk Washington 
Jillian Jade White 
Erin L. Wilson 
Joshua J. Zimmerman 
Magna Cum Laude 
Honors Extra Muros 
John Paul Neiffer 
Cum Laude 
Kristin Renae Ballard 
Ryan R. Dudzinski 
Sarah Jean Ehlers 
Zaida Y. Falcon 
Lindsey Renee Grove 
Kari Leigh Haith 
Delana Michelle Hanes 
Lindsay Jane Henjum 
Stephanie Marie Homan 
Rachel Leigh Iske 
Craig Matthew Rozniecki 
Maqsad Rahmatulloyevich Tavarov 
Bachelor of Science 
Summa Cum Laude 
Mark Jeffrey Finn 
Kara Leigh Gordon 
Kristin Marie Logan 
Zachary Wayne Meyer * 
Brandi A. Reeve 
Daniel David Reimer 
Jennifer Elizabeth Salemink 
Melissa Ann Zimmerman 
Asterisk designates 4.0 grade point average. 
Summa Cum Laude 
Honors Extra Muros 
Isuzu Meyer 
Magna Cum Laude 
Jason A. Altman 
Amy Leigh Csipkes 
Brian Christopher Fitzpatrick 
Cassandra Marie Greisen 
Nathan David Harrell 
Brian J. Hoffman 
Adam John Horn 
Rebekah Susan Huber 
Melissa Karen Marohl 
Julia Anderson McConahay 
Brian Jay Rapier 
Dana B. Roseland 
Kathy Ann Schall 
Angela Kathleen Selzle 
Jill Renee Sindelar 
Angela Lorraine Storm 
Mujahid Abdul Malikil Mulk Washington 
Sherry Nicole Westphal 
Staci L. Wheeler 
Andrew William Young 
Cum Laude 
Tabatha L. Bailey 
Larry Dean Burks 
Katrina Therese Conlon 
Kathleen Patreese Grindstaff 
Emily Elizabeth Hunter 
Jojo Charlie Mabala Ma Mabala 
Jodie Danyelle Rhylander 
Aaron Lee Schumacher 
Todd Jeffrey Widhelm 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION 
Bachelor of Science 
in Business Administration 
Summa Cum Laude 
Till Bargfrede 
Marcy M. Bluvas 
Israel John Dell 
Stacy Marie Giebler 
William R. Goodman IV 
Julie Lynn Nielsen 
Jason Michael Schlesiger 
Suzanne Marie Sobota 
Summa Cum Laude 
Honors Extra Muros 
Angela Megan Miller 
Magna Cum Laude 
Sara Elizabeth Berryman 
Valerie Lynn Cole 
Brandon Joshua Dotzler 
Amy Gerhart 
Kristi Lynn Gubbels 
Liuda Gudonyte 
Jeffrey Scott Harrison 
Lauren Stuart Johnson 
Courtney Marie Nichols 
Ashley Renee Oehlrich 
Daniel Nicholas Povondra 
Jennifer Lynn Rankin 
Kerri Ann Seeba 
Melissa Ann Stoupa 
Andrea R. Wegner 
Cum Laude 
Michelle Lynn Barna 
Jessica Simone Barsell 
Carly Anne Bennett 
Xiaoyan Cai 
Jennifer Kay Cobb 
Michelle Renee Greco 
Lucas S. Grosse 
Jennifer Hille 
Benjamin Caleb Johnson 
Justine Marie Kessler 
Mei Kwan Bowie Lam 
Catherine Mary Larmon 
Nikole Lynne Seffron 
Cory Michael Sobczyk 
Daniel Jeffrey Toman 
Sara Renee Vcelik 
Sara Nicole West 
Cum Laude 
Honors Extra Muros 
Steven Paul Anderson 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Bachelor of Science 
in Education 
Summa Cum Laude 
Dennis Anthony Bartek 
Rebecca Joy Casas 
Lindsay B. Kelly 
Trisha Ann Konechne 
Sherrie Lynn Rozniecki 
Magna Cum Laude 
Shelley Anne Akers 
Amanda Kay Bower 
Kelly L. Collins 
Sabrina Lynn Cox 
Tina Marie Falk 
Kara Christine Garcia 
Mary-Helen M. Glover 
Sarah Nicole Hoffman 
Danielle Marie Huston 
Christopher Charles Kessell 
Melanie Jane Lemen 
Debra Lynn Miller 
Kate A. Ohlendorf 
Kelsey Rachelle Plummer 
Raymond Joseph Poloncic 
Lisa Marie Preston 
Michelle Jennifer Reilly 
Sylvia Braun Sorensen 
Heather Nicole Spessard 
Richard John Staiert 
Deanna Keay Stickney 
Shawnda Marie Stienblock 
Sandy Lee Strate 
Kristina Ann Tielke 
David Brian Tiller 
Dustin Lewis Waderich 
Rebecca Marie Weeks 
Abigail Else White 
Megan Noelle White 
Joseph William Wolfe 
Cum Laude 
Courtney Lynn Asplund 
Jamie LaRayne Bench 
Rachel Marie Broekemeier 
Chad Alan Carlson 
Janet Kay Holthaus 
Sarah Christine Huls 
Ryan Christopher Legg 
Laura Ann Marr 
Mary Joy Mertz 
Sara Jane Point 
Sarah Kate Rasmussen 
Aura Blue Renaud 
Catherine Marie Schnieders 
Tara Marie Slosson 
Heather Jo Van Ackeren 




Bachelor of Science 
in Engineering Technology 
Magna Cum Laude 
Bruce Jay Applegate 
Ryan Matthew Buckley 
Charles Francis Coufal 
Mark Allan Frisch 
Cum Laude 
Bradley Shawn Clatterbuck 
Jay Winfield Kurtz 
James J. Yechout 
Distinction 
Andrew John Halbert 
Kyle James Schneider 
Bachelor of Science 
in Civil Engineering 
Summa Cum Laude 
Everett Lloyd Owen 
Janel L. Weston 
Magna Cum Laude 
Lucas Charles Billesbach 
Bachelor of Science 
in Computer Engineering 
Summa Cum Laude 
Travis Jay Deyle * 
Joshua Lee Hubbard 
Joshua Paul Wester 
Magna Cum Laude 
Matthew James Holloway 
Renee Virginia Kohles 
Cum Laude 
John Edward Cole 
Bachelor of Science 
in Architectural Engineering 
Summa Cum Laude 
Paul Allen Bauman 
John David Bynum 
Neel John Keiser 
Magna Cum Laude 
Jason Ray Behrens 
Dustin Steven Brand 
Matthew John Enstrom 
Andrew Wes Johnson 
Steven Richard Ryherd 
Samuel Jordan Ucman 
Cum Laude 
Michael John Muller 
Distinction 
Bradley Alan Cameron 
Travis Steven Kiichler 
Sarah Joy Nieves 
Scot Arnold Nommensen 
Colette Marie Sauvageau 
Bachelor of Science 
in Electronics Engineering 
Magna Cum Laude 
Stephani Jean Hanson 
Cum Laude 
Adam Joseph Skripsky 
COLLEGE OF 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND 
COMMUNITY SERVICE 
Bachelor of Science 
in Criminal Justice 
Summa Cum Laude 
Nathan Alan Malicky 
Valerie Sue McGill 
Lincoln Campus 
Kala Marie Heimes 
Magna Cum Laude 
Klint Henry Benson 
Lincoln Campus 
Mitchell James Blum 
Derek Dittman 
Tyler John Kotrous 
Sarah Nicole Meyer 
Erica Rae Timperley 
Magna Cum Laude 
Honors Extra Muros 
Kari Ann Fitzgerald 
Cum Laude 
Karen Ann Bowen 
Courtney Raechelle Bullins 
Kristin Rose Coufal 
Michael Brennan Ertz 
Robert A. Metzler 
Lincoln Campus 
John Carl How 
Lacey Nicole Meyer 
Bachelor of General Studies 
Summa Cum Laude 
Roger Alan Christensen 
Patrick M. McDonald 
Magna Cum Laude 
Daniel J. Anderson 
Lola F. Gilbert 
Christina Jeannette Green 
Timothy Steven Herfkens 
Darin Kip Wilson 
Magna Cum Laude 
Honors Extra Muros 
DeWayne Charles Alvarado 
Cum Laude 
Bruce Sean Adriance 
Cum Laude 
Honors Extra Muros 
Lee Raymond Kaarup 
Darrel L. Stewart 
Bachelor of Science 
in Public Administration 
Magna Cum Laude 
Brent Thomas Wiese 
Cum Laude 
Nicholas Leon Smay 
Bachelor of Science 
in Social Work 
Cum Laude 
Nellie Sando Beyan 
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
Bachelor of Arts 
in Studio Art 
Summa Cum Laude 
Matthew Joseph Orand 
Magna Cum Laude 
Megan Leigh Thomas 
Cum Laude 
Michael Joseph Pleiss 
Nathanael Lewis Wetjen 
Honors Extra Muros has been approved to recognize those transfer students who have achieved outstanding academic records 
during their collegiate careers, but who had not completed enough credit hours in residence to be eligible 
for cum laude, magna cum laude or summa cum laude baccalaureate honors. 
Bachelor of Arts 
in Theatre 
Magna Cum Laude 
Quinn Metal Corbin 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Summa Cum Laude 
Matthew Joseph Orand 
Bachelor of Music 





Bachelor of Science 
in Education and 
Human Sciences 
Magna Cum Laude 




Bachelor of Science 
in Computer Science 
Summa Cum Laude 
Brent Daniel Kucera 
Zachary J. McIntyre 
Ashley Jo Sedlacek 
Zachary John George Wavra 
Magna Cum Laude 
Jason Anthony Beranek 
Sarfraz Hussain Chandio 
Michael Kolakowski 
Adina Kunwar 
Dennis Phuc McNulty 
Tamara Sue Miller 
Baye Niang 
Pengjun Pan 
Nam Ngoc Pham 
William Thomas Plendl 
Zachary John Ries 
Brian Keith Wiese 
Cum Laude 
Timothy A. Hahn 
Tejaswi Manjunath 
Sammy Maher Sufian 
Bachelor of Science 
in Management 
Information Systems 
Summa Cum Laude 
Scott V. Ptacnik 
Magna Cum Laude 
Michel Armah Allou 
Komla Ayite 
Charles S. Codo 
Jonathan Craig Kamler 
Cari Anne McClannahan 
Matthew L. Schultz 
Larry Antwon Triplett 
Li Wan 
Cum Laude 
Mitchell Spencer McKenzie 
Heather A. O'Lone 
Joshua Philip Schwab 
Bachelor of Science 
in Bioinformatics 
Cum Laude 
Chaia Lea Lloyd 
UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM 
STUDENTS' THESES TITLES 
Till Bargfrede 
"Food Aid Policy & Impact in Ethiopia" 
Adviser: Wally Bacon 
Major: Economics, International Studies, Political Science 
Colleges of Business Administration 
and Arts and Sciences 
Natalie A. Black 
"Morphological Characterization of Spirorchiidae 
(Digenea: Platyhelminthes)" 
Adviser: Scott Snyder 
Major: Biology 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Larry D. Burks 
"myPortfolio: Research, Planning and Support 
for e-Business Start-Ups" 
Adviser: Gert-Jan de Vreede 
Major: Environmental Studies 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Christopher S. Conry 
"The American Empire" 
Adviser: James B. Johnson 
Major: Political Science 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Kara L. Gordon 
"Molecular Life Cycle Determination of Spirorchiidae 
(Digenea: Platyhelminthes)" 
Adviser: Scott Snyder 
Major: Biology 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Matthew J. Holloway 
"WETAG: Wireless Electronic 
Price Tag System" 
Adviser: Hamid Sharif-Kashani 
Major: Computer Engineering 
College of Engineering and Technology 
Brent D. Kucera 
"A Program to Determine Cheating 
Among CIST 1400 Students" 
Adviser: Robert Fulkerson 
Major: Computer Science 
College of Information Science & Technology 
Melissa K. Marohl 
"The Structural Characterization 
of Viral RNA Genomes 
Using Lead Catalyzed Probing" 
Adviser: William Tapprich 
Major: Biotechnology 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Matthew L. Schultz 
"myPortfolio: Software Engineering through 
Rapid Application Development" 
Adviser: Gert-Jan de Vreede 
Technical Adviser: Robert Fulkerson 
Major: Management Information Science 
College of Information Science & Technology 
Ashley J. Sedlacek 
"myPortfolio: Software Improvement 
through Usability Analysis & Testing" 
Adviser: Gert-Jan de Vreede 
Technical Adviser: Robert Fulkerson 
Majors: Computer Science and Mathematics 
College of Information Science & Technology 
Angela K. Selzle 
"Reaching Younger Voters: 
Measuring Communication 
Effectiveness in a House Race" 
Adviser: Randall Adkins 
Major: Political Science 
College of Arts & Science 
Rebecca A. Surber 
"The Critical Issue of Communication 
between Health Professionals 
and Limited English Proficient Patients" 
Adviser: Angela Valle 
Major: Spanish 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Joshua A. Tausz 
"A Silent Scientific Calculator 
for the Visually Impaired" 
Bing Chen, Adviser 
Majors: Computer Engineering and Math 
College of Engineering and Technology 
Lindsey J. Tomaso 
University Honors Program without Thesis 
Major: Art History 
College of Fine Arts 
Zachary J. Wavra 
"myPortfolio: Software Engineering 
through Rapid Application Development" 
Adviser: Gert-Jan de Vreede 
Technical Adviser: Robert Fulkerson 
Major: Computer Science 
College of Information Science & Technology 
CANDIDATES FOR UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES 
This list includes names of persons who were candidates as of April 27, 2005 
Degrees to be awarded are subject to completion of academic requirements. 
COLLEGE OF 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Bachelor of Arts 
Kristin Renae Ballard 
Till Bargfrede 
Kevin Allen Beasley 
Jennifer Lynne Beck 
Kayla Diane Beck 
Natalie Ann Black 
Joshua Nephi Bryan 
Amie Michelle Burney-Rhodes 
Amber Marie Butterfield 
Anthony Dale Byrd 
Amy Elizabeth Calvin 
Sarah Danielle Cantoya 
Barbara J. Caples 
Rebecca Joy Casas 
Amanda L. Castaneda 
Adrienne Raquel Cazares 
M. Megan Chacon 
Robyn M. Charles 
Christopher Cheuvront 
Jeffrey James Chin 
Shandi Rae Christiansen 
Kelia J. Churchill 
Salvatore E. Ciulla 
Rachel Leigh Clark 
Crista Lynn Colantoni 
Jodi Deanne Collicott 
Jodi Tausz Darrohn 
Robin Andrew Glen Day 
Catherine Joan DeFalco 
David Paul Dover 
Ryan R. Dudzinski 
Emily Sue Eckels 
Sarah Jean Ehlers 
Darci Renae Engelhart 
Zaida Y. Falcon 
Peter T. Fankhauser 
Molly Marie Fitzpatrick 
Michael Malone Foley 
Laura Beth Friesell 
Nicole Kristine Gray 
Nathan Louis Grosse 
Lindsey Renee Grove 
Kari Leigh Haith 
Delana Michelle Hanes 
Jeremy Steven Hanson 
Brittany Leigh Heald 
Lindsay Jane Henjum 
Jennifer Carrie Hines 
Geoffrey Scott Hinman 
Travis James Holland 
Tyler S. Holzer 
Stephanie Marie Homan 
Signe Selvine Hordvik 
Thomas J. Horvath 
Renee Elizabeth Hunt 
Kristofer Brett Hunter 
Rachel Leigh Iske 
Helenoel Jackson 
Jennifer Renee Jackson 
Toni Dee Johnson 
Elizabeth Louise Jordan 
Kayla Marie Kapels 
James F. Kaspar 
Adriana Renae King 
Isoko Kitamura 
Audrey Penn Kosmicki 
Daniel P. Kowal 
Anne E. Kramer 
Stacie Lynn Krauth 
Kindra M. Krueger 
Kristina Marie Kucirek 
Miyong Gatuor Kuon 
Sarah Jane Langfeldt 
Shobana A. LaPuma 
Ryan J. Larson 
Darcy Lee L'Etoile-Lopes 
Natasha Elizabeth Ludwig-Page 
Jennifer Ann Mayhew 
Clemence Mande Mayoroum 
Janet Duros McClearen 
Mandolynn Gwen McGill 
Michael Alexander Mcintosh 
Dennis Phuc McNulty 
Lindsey Marie Mollner 
Victoria Leigh Montgomery 
Peter G. Muon 
Bahodur H. Narzulloev 
Justin Bruce Negley 
John Paul Neiffer 
Taylor Leigh Noyes 
Hilary Jo Osborn 
Laura Michelle Peterson 
Tia Marie Reynolds 
Amy Jeanne Rezac 
Susan Anne Rhodes 
Jessica Raven Rial 
Monica Lynn Rodriguez 
Jennifer Lynn Rotherham 
Craig Matthew Rozniecki 
Alacia Sheree Salak 
Levi Sanderson 
Amanda Easter Schofield 
Kokouvi Emmanuel Sedjro 
Sydney Page Sefick 
Mary Larissa Sell 
Angela Kathleen Selzle 
Chris S. Semler 
Ilhom O. Shoev 
Shannon Michael Sones 
Amy Elizabeth Stading 
Rebecca Ann Surber 
Maqsad Rahmatulloyevich Tavarov 
Zachary Arden Tegels 
Erick M. Tidiane 
Eleanore Antonia Tiehen 
Natalie Ann Vacanti 
Marcy Jo Wagner 
Catherine L. Warner 
Mujahid Abdul Malikil Mulk Washington 
Sara Marie Waugh 
Jillian Jade White 
Brooke Ashlii Williams 
Jasmine LaTrise Williams 
Erin L. Wilson 
Hosung Yoon 
Nicole Renee Zaugg 
Joshua J. Zimmerman 
Melissa Ann Zimmerman 
Maksim Michael Zinkov 
Bachelor of Science 
Michael J. Abboud 
Lindsay Nicole Ackermann 
Jason A. Altman 
Dennis Keith Anderson 
Jonelle LaTricia Artis 
Brandi Lynette Babcock 
Tabatha L. Bailey 
Jacob Wade Benson 
Zachary David Bojanski 
Kyndra Marie Borcyk 
Kevin William Brown 
Alicia Marie Bryan 
Joshua Nephi Bryan 
Larry Dean Burks 
Magaly Leslie Castillo 
Eric Douglas Clausen 
Tara Leigh Clay 
Heather Collins 
Katrina Therese Conlon 
Holly Kristen Connealy 
Christopher Scott Conry 
Jonathan Robert Croskey 
Amy Leigh Csipkes 
Robert Ralph Distefano 
Renae Clare Dobesh 
Cara Jane Dobler 
Dale Russell Dorsey 
Adam Jonathan Duggins 
Janna Jo Eckhardt 
Jennifer Lynn Eisma 
Thomas Rice Emery 
Nathan C. Evans 
Mark Jeffrey Finn 
Brian Christopher Fitzpatrick 
Kin Ming Fok 
Jamie Danise Galloway 
Jeffrey David Ganow 
Troy Christopher Goodman 
Jessica Ann Gordon 
Kara Leigh Gordon 
David James Grauman 
Cassandra Marie Greisen 
Kathleen Patreese Grindstaff 
Ian Matthew Hagan 
Mike Hagstrom 
Nathan David Harrell 
Jennifer L. Hasenkamp 
Jeremy Eugene Hill 
Brian J. Hoffman 
Eric John Hoffman 
Adam John Horn 
Rebekah Susan Huber 
Paul Douglas Hunt 
Emily Elizabeth Hunter 
Natasha Lynn Hurkman 
Victoria L. Hutchings 
Krishelle E. Jobeun 
Holly Joy Jochims 
Ryan James Jochims 
Elizabeth Anne Johnson 
Misha Lynn Jones 
James F. Kaspar 
Deborah Lynn Kent 
Nicole Rae Knauss 
Kevin M. Krebs 
Byron Onis Kunkel 
Benjamin George Lamberty 
Kristin Elaine Larson 
Kristin Marie Logan 
Alyssa Diann Lutz 
Jojo Charlie Mabala Ma Mabala 
Melissa Karen Marohl 
Jerri J. Maxwell 
Heidi Louise May 
Julia Anderson McConahay 
Jennifer Lynn McElroy 
Justin John McElroy 
Crystal Lynn McFall 
Isuzu Meyer 
Zachary Wayne Meyer 
William Randolph Moak 
Heather Ann Morehouse 
Larry J. Mott 
Matthew David Murphy 
Jeremy Grant Mutrux 
Justin Bruce Negley 
Kari Jayne Neujahr 
Chad Lloyd Nielsen 
Christina Marie Nixon 
Brooke Lynn Pandorf 
Laurie Kay Park 
Tiffany Ann Perry 
Lindsey Jane Petersen 
Angela L. Pletka 
Lindsay Jo Pond 
Nikki M. Rabideaux 
Rasha Ramakrishnan 
Donte Jermaine Ramsey 
Brian Jay Rapier 
Brandi A. Reeve 
Daniel David Reimer 
James Jay Reitman 
Jodie Danyelle Rhylander 
Jeffrey Allen Roberts 
Patrice Lynn Robinson 
Dana B. Roseland 
Jennifer A. Royer 
Renae L. Rust 
Tiffani Nicole Sailes 
Jennifer Elizabeth Salemink 
Kathy Ann Schall 
Lisa Ann Scheve 
Deanna Dawn Schmidt 
Aaron Lee Schumacher 
Wander Stenio Segura 
Angela Kathleen Selzle 
Kathleen E. Shearman 
Jill Renee Sindelar 
Sarah Marie Smisek 
Rusk M. South 
Aaron Christopher Stawniak 
Lindsay Leigh Steinauer 
Angela Lorraine Storm 
Allison Rae Strobel 
Christine Lavonne Taylor 
Jennifer Elaine Theisen 
Christian Allen Thiede 
Shaun Louis Thompson 
Leah Marie Tiedeman 
Dustin Scott Tovar 
Maria Angelica D. Ulanday 
Eric Stephen Vana 
Chad Ryan Wallace 
Mujahid Abdul Malikil Mulk Washington 
Sherry Nicole Westphal 
Staci L. Wheeler 
Audrey LaVerne Whitaker 
Michelle Ann Wickersheim 
Todd Jeffrey Widhelm 
Sara Joan Windle 
Andrew William Young 
Lisa Anne Zafirov 




(Degrees awarded by 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln) 
Bachelor of Science 
in Engineering Technology 
Bruce Jay Applegate 
Nicholas G. Blanchard 
Michael Patrick Buckley 
Ryan Matthew Buckley 
Bradley Shawn Clatterbuck 
Jeramie D. Cobb 
Charles Francis Coufal 
Aaron Scott Ferguson 
Mark Allan Frisch 
Andrew John Halbert 
Matthew Brian Hays 
Thomas Joseph Hix 
Joseph Robert Howell 
Jeffrey Glen Jenkins 
Gregory Edward Johnson 
Jay Winfield Kurtz 
Scott David James Lockard 
John F. McLeay III 
Andrew Scott O'Brien 
Kyle James Schneider 
Trevus R. Ulrich 
Michell Leigh Van Kleek 
James J. Yechout 
Christopher Robert Zimmerman 
Bachelor of Science 
in Civil Engineering 
Lucas Charles Billesbach 
Sara Elizabeth Fleming 
Robert J. Gregalunas 
Patrick Allen Hutchinson 
Kristin K. King 
Bryan Paul Kumm 
Everett Lloyd Owen 
Jorge A. Rivero 
Janel L. Weston 
John Larkin Whisler III 
Nicholas E. Wyant 
Bachelor of Science 
in Industrial Technology 
Lawrence E. Patterson 
Bachelor of Science 
in Computer Engineering 
Patrick Schaefer Cohoon 
John Edward Cole 
Travis Jay Deyle 
Matthew James Holloway 
Joshua Lee Hubbard 
Renee Virginia Kohles 
Khoa Dang Le 
Quyen Leba 
Kevin Henry Long 
Duy Vinh Nguyen 
Robert David Powers 
Mark A. Staroska 
Robert Jay Stoner 
Joshua Albert Tausz 
Jason J. Uher 
Joshua Paul Wester 
David Thomas Zorko 
Bachelor of Science 
in Architectural Engineering 
Paul Allen Bauman 
Jason Ray Behrens 
Dustin Steven Brand 
John David Bynum 
Bradley Alan Cameron 
Nicholas Ryan Decker 
Matthew John Enstrom 
Aaron T. Ernst 
Andrew Wes Johnson 
Neel John Keiser 
Travis Steven Kiichler 
Andrew William Lang 
Michael John Muller 
Douglas Walter Nelsen 
Sarah Joy Nieves 
Scot Arnold Nommensen 
Matthew John O'Boyle 
Steven Richard Ryherd 
Colette Marie Sauvageau 
Samuel Jordan Ucman 
Bachelor of Science 
in Electronics Engineering 
Christopher Tyson Becher 
Stephani Jean Hanson 
Trevor Jay Ocken 
Adam Joseph Skripsky 
Chase Andrew Templeton 
Associate of Science 
in Technology 
Jamie L. Bray 
Hsiang Wen Yao 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Bachelor of Science 
in Education 
Shelley Anne Akers 
Beth Anne Arnold 
Courtney Lynn Asplund 
Allison Arlene Authier 
Dennis Anthony Bartek 
Rebecca Ann Bartels 
Jason Michael Bealle 
Joseph Timothy Beard 
Jamie LaRayne Bench 
Michaele Lynne Bengtson 
Jessica L. Boisen 
Amanda Kay Bower 
Cherish Marie Briest 
Rachel Marie Broekemeier 
Terence L. Bueltel 
Stacy Lynn Busteed 
Wanda S. Butts 
Barbara J. Caples 
Chad Alan Carlson 
Rebecca Joy Casas 
Katherine Jean Cinotto 
Laura R. Cline 
Kelly L. Collins 
Kaitlyn Jo Connolly 
Randall Allen Cool Sr. 
Sabrina Lynn Cox 
Brandy Marie Crenshaw 
Tola Dada 
Alexandra G. Eggers 
Jeffery Carl Epting 
Tina Marie Falk 
Carly Rose Fox 
Christina Jean Free 
Patricia J. Freyermuth 
Michelle Lynn Gaither 
Kara Christine Garcia 
Mary-Helen M. Glover 
Toby Lee Granados 
Randy Lynn Guthmiller 
Brooke C. Hallberg 
Breann Elizabeth Haney 
Jodeen Edith Hanson 
Kristie Marie Hawn 
Gail Renee Heavican 
Amanda Kristen Hedin 
Sarah Nicole Hoffman 
Janet Kay Holthaus 
Sarah Christine Huls 
Danielle Marie Huston 
Sara Elizabeth Hyjek 
Bernadette Irvine 
Sharessa Ann Johnson 
Mark Steven Kaipust 
Lindsay B. Kelly 
Christopher Charles Kessell 
Terry Lee Killian 
Rebecca Ann Kindig 
Amanda Rae Knipfel 
Trisha Ann Konechne 
Susanne M. Kucirek 
Richard Joeseph Laux III 
Ryan Christopher Legg 
Melanie Jane Lemen 
Dustin Lee Coleman Llewellyn 
Holly Alicia Lukasiewicz 
Breann Lynn Lundblad 
Laura Ann Marr 
Sarah Marie Meland 
Mary Joy Mertz 
Debra Lynn Miller 
Michael James Mixan 
Matthew Michael Moore 
Kristin L. Morgan 
Alicia Louise Naber 
Daniel Robert Neville 
Cheiree Renee Newell 
Michael Donald Nielsen 
Kate A. Ohlendorf 
Jennifer Lynne Parkyns 
Lindsay M. Peterson 
Kelsey Rachelle Plummer 
Sara Jane Point 
Raymond Joseph Poloncic 
Lisa Marie Preston 
Karen Thomas Quintana 
Rex Ramage 
Sarah Kate Rasmussen 
Michelle Jennifer Reilly 
Aura Blue Renaud 
Rebecca Lynn Rossbund 
Lindsay Marie Rossiter 
Sherrie Lynn Rozniecki 
Joel David Ruegg 
Michell Louise Ruskamp 
Melissa Denise Sahm 
Jonathan David Sandoval 
Rita Mabel Santiago-Garcia 
Catherine Marie Schnieders 
Rebekah A. Schoenecker 
Kyle J. Shafer 
Kaylene Lynn Shields 
Kristin Leigh Sisk 
Tara Marie Slosson 
Sylvia Braun Sorensen 
Mikaila Leilani Spalding 
Heather Nicole Spessard 
Jeffrey Charles Spilker 
Richard John Staiert 
Deanna Keay Stickney 
Shawnda Marie Stienblock 
Sandy Lee Strate 
Tycee Kay Strawmier 
Janine Elizabeth Taber 
Kristina Ann Tielke 
David Brian Tiller 
Kami Jo Truax 
Heather Jo Van Ackeren 
Thomas Christopher Vobejda 
Dustin Lewis Waderich 
Rebecca Marie Weeks 
Alissa Malena Wells 
Abigail Else White 
Megan Noelle White 
Dennis Dean Wilfong Jr. 
Colleen Elizabeth Williams 
Joseph William Wolfe 
Katie Jo Woodrich 
Jacob John Wurth 
Katie D. Zoucha 
COLLEGE OF 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Bachelor of Science 
in Business Administration 
Jeremy Carleton Anderson 
Steven Paul Anderson 
Shaydon Lee Armstrong 
Till Bargfrede 
Michelle Lynn Barna 
Jessica Simone Barsell 
Michael John Batko 
Aaron James Bearinger 
Neal T. Belt 
Carly Anne Bennett 
Sara Elizabeth Berryman 
Jia Ren Besco 
Lisa Michelle Bintner 
Lisa Birge 
Christina G. Blue 
Erin Maurine Bluml 
Marcy M. Bluvas 
Lori Ann Boyle 
Christopher David Bratetic 
Stacy Marie Brigham 
Ashley Ann Broekemeier 
Cherese Angela Brown 
Jami Lynn Byrd 
Ryan Scott Byrd 
Xiaoyan Cai 
Staci Dyan Campbell 
Justin M. Canelli 
Samuel Robert Clark 
Sarah Lynn Clark 
Jennifer Kay Cobb 
Valerie Lynn Cole 
Tiffany Amber Coleman 
Jeff W. Connely 
Oliver E. Cruz 
Terrence Alan Csipkes 
Israel John Dell 
Margaret Ann Dice 
Thao Minh Dinh 
Helen Dischler 
Michelle Marie Dobbs 
Kimberly Ann Doss 
Brandon Joshua Dotzler 
Anthony R. Edwards 
April Marie Ehrenberg 
Jerry Christopher Elders 
Parvina Ahrorovna Esanbaeva 
Lyndsay Dianne Fisher 
Jessica Mae Foote 
Josey Fredrickson 
Joseph Michael Freeman 
Joshua Kenneth Furlong 
Natalia Cristina Garcia 
Amy Gerhart 
Stacy Marie Giebler 
William R. Goodman IV 
Jeffrey Mark Gorat 
Shana Elaine Gorny 
Anna M. Gray 
Michelle Renee Greco 
Lucas S. Grosse 
Kristi Lynn Gubbels 
Liuda Gudonyte 
Amanda M. Hadden 
Dustin John Haney 
Jeffrey Patrick Haney 
Melinda A. Hanus 
Jeffrey Scott Harrison 
Kimberly Joyce Harry 
Donald A. Harvey 
Diane H. Hebrink 
Gregory Eugene Heineman 
Thomas Joseph Hernon 
Jennifer Hille 
Robert Lyle Holmes 
John Robert Horgan 
Ryan Neil Jardine 
Benjamin Caleb Johnson 
Lauren Stuart Johnson 
Michael Alan Johnson 
Zachary John Kamtz 
Robert Lee Kanne 
Justine Marie Kessler 
Maria Nicole Kokkalas 
Artem N. Konkine 
Adam Michael Kucirek 
Mei Kwan Bowie Lam 
Catherine Mary Larmon 
Jason J. Laudenklos 
Jason Christopher Likes 
Mikaila Dionne Lovelace 
Eric R. Ludwig 
Jason C. Malmquist 
Aunglee Maran 
Erin Marie Marasco 
Cara Jean Mason 
Thomas John McFadden 
Gregory M. McGillivray 
Matt J. McVoy 
Justin Jon Meis 
Michaela Marie Mickey 
Travis L. Middleton 
Angela Megan Miller 
Lindsay Lee Muirhead 
Tracy T. Nguyen 
Courtney Marie Nichols 
Julie Lynn Nielsen 
Kenneth Wayne Oamek 
Ashley Renee Oehlrich 
Mara Renee Olesh 
Geoffrey Michael Oxton 
Amy Nicole Payne 
Kathy S. Graf Peterson 
Luke Thomas Pfannenstiel 
Sheryl Marie Pilege 
Daniel Nicholas Povondra 
Dan J. Preister 
Bree Dannelle Primrose 
Jennifer Lynn Rankin 
Chris Redfield 
Kelly Lynne Riviera 
Morgan A. Rogers 
Ryan Alvin-Harm Rohlfs 
Alex Michael Rotella 
Bryan J. Rue 
Jason Michael Schlesiger 
John Logan Schlumberger 
Kerri Ann Seeba 
Nikole Lynne Seffron 
Jennelle Marie Simon 
Justin L. Snodgrass 
Cory Michael Sobczyk 
Suzanne Marie Sobota 
Justin Alan Spiegal 
Donald Roy Stephens Jr. 
Andrew W. Stevens 
Rachael Ann Stokes 
Melissa Ann Stoupa 
Matthew P. Stratman 
Eric G. Stuedemann 
Nathaniel Elgin Thomas 
Tyler G. Tiffey 
Daniel Jeffrey Toman 
Andrew Thomas Tracy 
Ron E. Urich Jr. 
Sara Renee Vcelik 
Bradley William Veitch 
Brook K. Voorhees 
Blu L. Wahle 
Laurel Eve Waite 
Robert L. Waite 
Aaron Matthew Watson 
Andrea R. Wegner 
Scott David Wehner 
Andrea Jean Wendland 
Sara Nicole West 
Dana D. White 
Marshall A. Widman 
Paul M. Wright 
Timothy Norbert Wurth 
James Joseph Yakopec 
COLLEGE OF 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND 
COMMUNITY SERVICE 
Bachelor of Science 
in Criminal Justice 
Christopher Scott Adler 
Melanie Beth Bartlett 
Klint Henry Benson 
Colin John Boatright 
Karen Ann Bowen 
Benjamin Eric Breyfogle 
Nicholas John Briley 
Courtney Raechelle Bullins 
Christopher Stephen Busenbark 
Kalyn Nicole Byers 
Matthew Aaron Churchill 
Kristin Rose Coufal 
Haydee Duran 
Elise Ann Emanuel 
Michael Brennan Ertz 
Kari Ann Fitzgerald 
Carrie C. Hale 
Steven G. Hoff 
Jonghak Jung 
Jason Matthew King 
Brytten Ann Kraft 
Jill Marie Kresl 
Nathan Alan Malicky 
Nicole Marie Mann 
Valerie Sue McGill 
Robert A. Metzler 
Jennifer Ann Morris 
Bradley David Negrete 
Amy Renee Nowak 
Joshua Marshall Pfeffer 
Travis Howard Pohlman 
Desirae Ann Rodriguez 
Rochelle Nicole Roy 
Cheryl Lynn Silva 
Sara Anne Webster 
William Carmine Young 
Lincoln Campus 
Emily Ann Ackley 
Mitchell James Blum 
Allen Drew Bolzer 
Dyana Kay Dissmeyer 
Derek Dittman 
Rebecca Lynn Douthit 
Michael David Erickson 
Kevin Patrick Finn 
Kala Marie Heimes 
John Carl How 
Rusty W. Johnson 
Tyler John Kotrous 
Jillian Rae List 
Lauri Ann McKathnie 
Lacey Nicole Meyer 
Sarah Nicole Meyer 
Benjamin D. Miller 
Christina Anne Norton 
Lindsay Faye Parr 
James Francis Roark 
Jeffrey Ryan Rutan 
Vern M. Schulte 
Joseph Emil Smaus 
Erica Rae Timperley 
Cody Shane Van Winkle 
Samuel Kind Wells 
Joseph Alan Wilkinson II 
Bachelor of General Studies 
Jim D. Abbott 
Thomas William Adams 
Bruce Sean Adriance 
DeWayne Charles Alvarado 
Daniel J. Anderson 
Lorinda G. Bates 
Kristi J. Beck 
Troy David Bendickson 
Jennifer Lynn Bloomer 
Robert Anthony Bonella 
Thomas Nathaniel Broder Jr. 
Betty Cecelia Brooks 
Roger Alan Christensen 
Justin Robert Coleman 
Justin Jacob Crampton 
Lorraine M. Davern 
John William Dodson 
Matthew Dutcher 
Stephanie S. Fister 
Victoria Renee Fowler 
John Wesley Gallion 
Lesley Beth Gendelman 
Lola F. Gilbert 
Brian Matthew Glowen 
Margarito Antonio Gonzalez 
Cale Brady Good 
Christina Jeannette Green 
Sean Eric Griffith 
Christopher Paul Harman 
Tiffany M. Hart 
Timothy Steven Herfkens 
Brandon James Holloron 
Matthew Charles Jensen 
Alton Damon Johnson 
Levy Jesse Jones III 
Lee Raymond Kaarup 
Lonny L. Koch 
Amie Jo Konwinski 
Erin Rea Krings 
Kody James Krzycki 
Joshua Todd Lampman 
Matthew Delbert Lathan 
Ron Lechner 
Michelle Lynn Lee 
Scott Keith LeRoy 
Catherine Michelle Levesque 
Nicholas John Lipsey 
Matthew Carl Lorenzen 
Nathan James Lundgren 
Joyce Elaine McCullough 
Patrick M. McDonald 
Susan Elizabeth Carson Moore 
John Thomas Moore Jr. 
John Michael Murphy 
Glenisha Marvetta Nelson 
Roberto B. Nkogo 
Samuel S. Nocita 
Christopher Patrick O'Brien 
Angel P. O'Connell 
Brandi Nichole O'Malley 
Lisa Paskewitz 
Pamela Ann Phipps 
Ryan J. Prunty 
Shandalee Ramet 
Patrick Carey Robrecht 
James Richard Rollins 
Jason M. Rothermund 
Dana Michael Shannon 
Bradley Thomas Sieck 
Patrick Mikel Sime 
Eric L. Sissel 
Andrew Joseph Skarka 
Jill Krisitin Skradski 
Joseph Christopher Alan Smith 
Rick Smith 
Darrel L. Stewart 
Susan K. Swanson Abou-Nasr 
Christopher Scott Tamisiea 
Megan D. Thom 
Jennifer Anne Walker 
Loretta Denise Wells 
Lisa R. Whaling 
Kendra Dwallette Williams 
Darin Kip Wilson 
Jeffrey Michael Wingert 
Molly Ann Woodworth 
Bachelor of Science 
in Public Administration 
Brian Charles Hassler 
Anthony Rome Lawhon 
Nicholas Leon Smay 
Brent Thomas Wiese 
Phil M. Williams 
Bachelor of Science 
in Social Work 
Nellie Sando Beyan 
Angela Michelle Ertzner 
Sarah Ann Giesselmann 
Ashlie A. Hurt 
Amber Dawn Jurgensmeier 
Kristin Kay Loewe 
Brandy Elizabeth Lynch 
Andrew Michael Myers 
Amanda Kay Schroeder 
Micaela Elizabeth Shoemaker 
Valendena JoAnn Wolfe 
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
Bachelor of Arts 
in Art History 
Lindsey Janelle Tomaso 
Bachelor of Arts 
in Studio Art 
Jessica Lynn Bowers 
Cara Lynn Bresette-Yates 
Adam P. Ciochetto 
Molly Ann Johnson 
Molly Jeanette Neef 
Tim M. Oasan 
Matthew Joseph Orand 
Michael Joseph Pleiss 
Jon Matthew Schnake 
Megan Leigh Thomas 
Nathanael Lewis Wetjen 
Bachelor of Arts 
in Theatre 
Quinn Metal Corbin 
Travis James Halsey 
Angie On Chee Moy 
Molly Kathryn Welsh 
Megan Michelle White 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
David Lee Beckman 
Phillip Lyn Faulkner 
Sarah Elizabeth Krahulik 
Kent Alan Lenz 
Hannah Gail Marchio 
Matthew Joseph Orand 
Francis Nolan Rauth 
Gregory Robert Rishoi 
Philip Daniel Schlueter 
Kimberly Kay Shaffar 
John Patrick Wang 
Bachelor of Music 
Joseph Levi Backer 
Timothy Calvet Hillyer 
Colin McCann Hotz 
Soonyoung Hwang 
Jennifer Kay Martinez 
Paul Daniel May 
Peter J. Vonk 




(Degrees awarded by 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln) 
Bachelor of Science 
in Education and 
Human Sciences 
Elizabeth Erin Day 
Wendy K. Everson 
Gregory Stephen Fisher 
Jennifer Dawn Friesen 
Deanna Lynn Gewinner 
Julie M. Gieselman 
Erin Noel Hayes 
Helena Marie Jacobsen 
Kristin R. Kies 
Brandi Lynn Lakner 
Kendra Lael McIvor 
Laura Kay Meschede 
Terenza Rene Perkins 
Jennifer Ann Ramey 
Halle Beth Sherlock 




Bachelor of Science 
in Computer Science 
Matthew Michael Barney 
Jason Thomas Bejot 
Jason Anthony Beranek 
Matthew James Cavanagh 
Sarfraz Hussain Chandio 
Jason L. Cummings 
Travis Brad Eckmann 
Jennifer Merrilee Eddy 
Joshua Robert Fugate 
Erin Elizabeth Griebel 
Amleht Josue Guevara 
Suraj Gurung 
Timothy A. Hahn 
Ronald Norman Jefferson Jr. 
Matthew Michael Jimenez 
Michael Kolakowski 
Brent Daniel Kucera 
Jennifer Ann Kunschke 
Adina Kunwar 
David Nicholas Lovely 
Dipesh Raj Manandhar 
Tejaswi Manjunath 
Aaron Michael Martinez 
Benjamin Foster Matthews 
Zachary J. McIntyre 
Dennis Phuc McNulty 
Tamara Sue Miller 
Baye Niang 
Pengjun Pan 
Nam Ngoc Pham 
William Thomas Plendl 
Zachary John Ries 
Jonathan S. Sallenbach 
Ashley Jo Sedlacek 
Sammy Maher Sufian 
Nicholas Keith Volenec 
Zachary John George Wavra 
Brian Keith Wiese 
Phillip Justin Wilder 
Christopher John Williams 
Adam Anthony Wright 
Bachelor of Science 
in Management 
Information Systems 
Michel Armah Allou 
Gregory Nels Andersen II 
Komla Ayite 
Rohini Nagaraja Banwasi 
Corby Gene Bender 
Scott Alan Blaine 
Matthew Todd Brown 
Saima Choudry 
Charles S. Codo 
Eric James DeLaet 
James M. Drummond 
Andrew Burdette Dunlap 
Steven Lee Elgan II 
Erin Lydian Gilbert 
Judith Mukuruva Gunter 
William Thomas Hemmingson 
Jason Adam Jensen 
Jonathan Craig Kamler 
Steven Michael Krambeck 
Cari Anne McClannahan 
Mitchell Spencer McKenzie 
Zach P. McQuade 
Daniel Everett Monical 
Heather A. O'Lone 
Peter K. Okumah 
Mitesh Patel 
Jared William Plucknett 
Scott V. Ptacnik 
Matthew L. Schultz 
Joshua Philip Schwab 
Judson W. Skoog-Smith II 
Larry Antwon Triplett 
Pooja Verma 
Li Wan 
Heather L. Wolff 
Jeffery Michael Zdan 
Bachelor of Science 
in Bioinformatics 
Chaia Lea Lloyd 
AIR FORCE ROTC 
DETACHMENT 470 
United States Air Force 
Reserve Commissions 
Brian C. Hassler 
Daniel P. Kowal 
Benjamin M. Sandy 
Nathanael L. Wetjen 
Lisa R. Whaling 
University of Nebraska at Omaha 
Administration 
Nancy Belck, Chancellor 
John Christensen, Vice Chancellor for Academic and Student Affairs 
James Buck, Vice Chancellor for Administration 
The Colleges 
Shelton Hendricks, Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 
B.J. Reed, Dean, College of Public Affairs and Community Service 
David Allen, Dean, College of Engineering and Technology 
Marjorie Kostelnik, Dean, College of Education and Human Sciences 
David Hinton, Dean, College of Information Science and Technology 
John Langan, Dean, College of Education 
Robert Welk, Interim Dean, College of Fine Arts 
Louis Pol, Dean, College of Business Administration 
Thomas Gouttierre, Dean, International Studies and Programs 
Dorothy Willis, Interim Dean, University Library 
University of Nebraska 
The Board of Regents 
Randolph Ferlic, Omaha 
Charles Hassebrook, Walthill 
Howard L. Hawks, Chairman, Omaha 
C. David Hergert, Scottsbluff 
Jim McClurg, Lincoln 
Drew Miller, Vice Chairman, Papillion 
Kent Schroeder, Kearney 
Charles Wilson, Lincoln 
Student Members: 
University of Nebraska Medical Center, Nicholas Behrendt 
University of Nebraska at Kearney, Brad Bohn 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, Elizabeth Kraemer 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Omaid Zabih 
The Central Administration 
James B. Milliken, President 
Jay Noren, Executive Vice President and Provost 
David Lechner, Vice President for Business and Finance 
Richard R. Wood, Vice President and General Counsel 
University of Nebraska Omaha 
The University of Nebraska at Omaha is committed to placing students first, 
striving for academic excellence and engaging with the community. 
www.unomaha.edu/plan/ 
